The Shape Of My Turkey Packet

Run off on light brown construction paper, Rough cut; children
trim and glue on a yellow beak and red waddle and then glue to
their favorite shape
body. Wings & feet
complete
the turkey.
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Shape Body For The Turkey
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square
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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rectangle
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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pentagon
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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oval
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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octagon
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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hexagon
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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circle
oval
Run the shapes off on a lighter shade of brown than the turkey’s head. The wings should be
the same color as the head. Poke a hole in the body shape and add the wings with brass
brads. This way, students can lift up the wings to reveal the shape. Children should trace
and write the shape word and then glue the yellow legs/feet to the bottom-back of the
shape. If you don’t have a copier that will print construction paper, simply pre-cut the shapes
and have students write their shape word on the bottom.
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Turkey Head

Print, trace onto light brown construction paper. Add large wiggle eyes, a yellow beak that’s
folded to make it 3D and the red wattle. Use these shape-head turkeys for review,
assessment, a bulletin board or game.
To play a game with the turkey heads, choose 4 heads and hang one in each corner. Choose a
child to be “it”. You cover the child’s eyes and count backwards from 10 to 0. The rest of
the turkeys quietly waddle to a corner before you get to 0. If they are not in a corner
when you and “It” get to ) and gobble loudly, they are out. Its eyes are still covered. They
choose a turkey shape. All the little turkeys that are in that shape corner are out and come
sit on the carpet. the 1st It gets to play the next game, and you choose another “It.” Play
continues ‘til only 2 children are left and one of their corners is called. My Y5’s LOVED this
game. I changed it every month. ie. in October we had spider web shapes and they were
flies.
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circle
oval
triangle
Clip art by mycutegraphics.com
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pentagon
hexagon
octagon
Clip art by mycutegraphics.com
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square
rectangle
My Shape
Cards
Clip art by mycutegraphics.com
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